
Town Council and Plan Commission Members,  
 
My name is Tim Dombrosky and I live in the Walnut Hills neighborhood, approximately 1,200 feet from 
the proposed PUD amendment. I have been practicing professional urban planning for 13 years in 
Indiana. Thank you for reading my comments and considering them. I will be brief and only address 
items that you are directed to consider by State Statute.  
In consideration of amendments to the zoning map, you shall pay reasonable regard to; 
 
1. The Comprehensive Plan. Staff has identified the land use designation in the Plan as 'Public/Semi-
Public' and provided you the description. What's important to note is the Plan does not include a 
designation which is better suited for the proposed use. The Plan should not go into detail on every 
possible use that could be proposed and identify the only acceptable location for those uses. It gives 
intent and character of areas and leaves the Council to determine if specific proposals meet that intent. 
The 'Public/Semi-Public' designation best supports the proposed use. 
 
2. Current conditions and the character of the current structures and uses in each district. The 
development pattern of the neighborhood is well suited for the use as it is walkable to a grocery store, 
job centers, schools, and social services. The historic grid road network is perfect for traffic 
management, although the proposed use will likely see a lower traffic load. With almost no physical 
changes to the structure, the proposed use will have minimal impact on the conditions and character of 
the structures and uses in the district. 
 
3. The most desirable use for which the land is adapted. My wife and I are on staff a Church in Plainfield. 
When Hope announced they were moving on, the two of us looked at the church to consider if a 
congregation of our size (approx 150) could utilize the building. Without major modification, the building 
is simply not well suited for the needs of a modern church. However the site does currently provide 
benefits to the community, such as semi-public open space. The land use designation is well considered 
for the site and in order for it to remain a public/semi-public use, the Town must be flexible in 
considering the exact use that can use the site. 
 
4. The conservation of property values throughout the jurisdiction. Social services are a vital part of a 
healthy community. By locating public and semi-public social services throughout a jurisdiction, any 
potential negative impact is spread thin and absorbed. When like uses are forced into homogenous 
districts is when negative impacts can arise and be amplified. This rezoning serves to conserve property 
values throughout the jurisdiction. 
 
5. Responsible growth and development. The points above, in line with the Comprehensive Plan, outline 
responsible growth and development. I'll instead address the near term and long term possibility of the 
site in relation to responsible growth and development. Near term, the proposed PUD is specific to the 
details described by the application and are legally binding. They can only be changed by a legislative 
action by the Town. Long term, if Family Promise sees a need to grow or change, they will have to 
consider whether another zoning change is appropriate and can accommodate them, and then you will 
have to consider whether the use has met the needs and goals of the Community. If both of these things 
are not true, I see it as likely that Family Promise will work to find a new community serving use to 
propose a rezoning, and Family Promise will have been just an interim use and a great community 
member. 
 



 
 
Blessings,  
Tim Dombrosky, AICP 
(American Institute of Certified Planners) 
 


